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Melbournian Unveils Japan’s Hidden Gem 

 

It was Thai time 10am when I called on Skype. My pulse quickened as a demure voice emerged from the speaker. 
 
Fiona Graham was born in Melbourne and as any high school student would, she just yearned for the experience of 
travelling abroad on an exchange program. Thus began her remarkable journey of transformation in Japan. 
 
As of being a one-year exchange student in Japan to graduating from Keio University and obtaining a Phd of social 
anthropology at Oxford University, Fiona’s encounter with Japanese culture was certainly of unique affinity. After 
reading the book ‘Memoirs of a Geisha’, Fiona was determined to contradict the subservient personality imposed 
onto geisha by providing her true insider account. Hence she adopted the exotic name Sayuki, which means 
transparent happiness and made her debut as the first foreign geisha in December 2007 at Asakusa, Tokyo. 

By placing oneself in such ostracizing position within the strict geisha hierarchy isn’t a bed of roses really. 
Nevertheless, the common misconception which enveloped the 400 year-old geisha institution has to be detached 
from its fallacious Orientalism image painted by author Arthur Golden. “Geisha have always been independent, 
strong businesswomen who manage their careers”, Sayuki replied ardently. 
 
With its high training costs, it is of no surprise that the number of geisha is diminishing from 80,000 in the 1920’s to 
2,000 at present. Moreover, first time customers were not accepted in tea houses. Hence Sayuki is keen on unlocking 
this impenetrable realm in hope to revive the geisha tradition by seeking extra funding besides providing the 
introduction required for customers to book events entertained with traditional Japanese art and music performances 
by geisha. 



 

 

 

 
When asked about the prospect of garnering exposure overseas, “If there are such opportunities, I am always 
receptive to them”; adding that they would be momentous experiences for her geisha sisters as some have not had 
such chances due to lacking of passports. Currently as her scheduled work in Thailand is being affected by the Japan 
earthquake, Sayuki is fulfilling her part in helping the victims by organizing charity events over the next few months 
in Thailand. 
 
On saying a few words to Melbourne University students, “I think a year abroad is one of the best things that any 
person can possibly do. Exchange programs at Melbourne University are just fantastic opportunities and if more 
people did that, we would have a better world”. 
 
 
 

Staying true to the entrepreneurial spirit of geisha, Sayuki has established ‘Sayuki no Kimonoya’ as the first foreigner-
opened kimono store during early March this year. 

  



Sayuki is imprinting upon the local community significant developments through collaborating 
with a charitable organization that produces authentic geisha bags as the sale proceeds will help poor women to earn some income. 

 

University or high school student groups visiting Japan can contact Sayuki as she will be glad to arrange banquets for meeting 
geisha. www.sayuki.net 
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